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The unlikely king who saved England.Down swept the Vikings from the frigid North. Across the

English coastlands and countryside they raided, torched, murdered, and destroyed all in their

path. Farmers, monks, and soldiers all fell bloody under the Viking sword, hammer, and

axe.Then, when the hour was most desperate, came an unlikely hero. King Alfred rallied the

battered and bedraggled kingdoms of Britain and after decades of plotting, praying, and

persisting, finally triumphed over the invaders.Alfred's victory reverberates to this day: He

sparked a literary renaissance, restructured Britain's roadways, revised the legal codes, and

revived Christian learning and worship. It was Alfred's accomplishments that laid the

groundwork for Britian's later glories and triumphs in literature, liturgy, and liberty."Ben Merkle

tells the sort of mythic adventure story that stirs the imagination and races the heart and all the

more so knowing that it is altogether true!" George Grant, author of The Last Crusader and

The Blood of the Moon 
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godsHad seen their sunrise pass,The White Horse of the White Horse ValeWas cut out of the

grass.Before the gods that made the godsHad drunk at dawn their fill,The White Horse of the

White Horse ValeWas hoary on the hill.Age beyond age on British land,Æons on æons

gone,Was peace and war in western hills,And the White Horse looked on.For the White Horse

knew EnglandWhen there was none to know;He saw the first oar break or bend,He saw

heaven fall and the world end,O God, how long ago.—FROM G. K. CHESTERTON’S The

Ballad of the White HorseFamily TreeÆthelwulf (king of Wessex AD 839–858)married first to

Osburh and then to JudithCHILDREN OF ÆTHELWULF AND OSBURH:ÆthelstanÆthelbald

(king of Wessex AD 858–860)Æthelswith (married to Burgred, king of Mercia)Æthelberht (king

of Wessex AD 860–865)Æthelred (king of Wessex AD 865–871)Alfred (king of the Anglo-

Saxons AD 871–899), married to Ealswith (died AD 902)ALFRED’S CHILDREN:Æthelflæd

(queen of Mercia, died AD 918) married to Æthelred (ealdorman of Mercia AD 880–

911)Edward the Elder (king of the Anglo-Saxons AD 899–924)Æthelgifu (abbess of

Shaftesbury)Ælfthryth married to Baldwin (count of Flanders)ÆthelweardEdward’s son was

Æthelstan (king of the Anglo-Saxons AD 924–939)ChronologyAD 410:Visigoths attack Rome,

causing Emperor Honorius to abandon Roman Britain.AD 410–600:Migration of the Angles,

Saxons, and Jutes from the continent to the island of Britain.AD 597:Augustine of Canterbury

takes office and begins the Christianization of the Anglo-Saxons.AD 635:Aidan founds a

monastery on Lindisfarne.AD 684:Cuthbert becomes bishop of Lindisfarne.AD 793:Vikings raid

Lindisfarne.AD 839:Æthelwulf becomes king of Wessex.AD 849:Alfred is born in Wantage.AD

853:Alfred is sent to Rome, and his mother, Osburh, dies.AD 855:Alfred travels to Rome once

more with his father.AD 858:Æthelwulf dies, and the crown passes to Æthelbald.AD

860:Æthelbald dies, and the crown passes to Æthelberht.AD 865:Æthelberht dies, and the

crown passes to Æthelred; the great heathen raiding army lands in Kent.AD 866:York and the

kingdom of Northumbria fall to the Vikings.AD 868:Æthelred and Alfred march to besieged

Nottingham; Alfred marries Ealswith.AD 869:East Anglia falls to the Vikings; Edmund is

martyred.AD 871:Æthelred and Alfred fight the battle of Ashdown; Æthelred later dies, and the

crown passes to Alfred.AD 878:Guthrum invades Wessex; Alfred is driven into hiding in

Athelney; Alfred fights the battle of Edington; Guthrum is baptized.AD 885:Alfred drives the



Vikings from the gates of Rochester.AD 887:Alfred begins to read Latin.AD 890:Guthrum, now

Æthelstan, dies.AD 892:Raiding army returns from the continent.AD 896:Alfred’s new

longboats fight a sea-battle.AD 899:Alfred dies, and the crown passes to Edward.AD

924:Edward dies, and the crown passes to Æthelstan.AD 937:Æthelstan is victorious at the

battle of Brunanburh.IntroductionThis past year, while taking a moment between classes to

relax in an Oxford common room, I began a conversation with an older English gentleman over

a cup of tea. Noticing my American accent, he asked how I was getting on in England and if I

had seen much of the beautiful countryside yet. I mentioned that I had hoped to take my family

to Wantage that weekend because it had been the birthplace of Alfred the Great. He sipped his

tea silently for a moment and then looked off into the distance with a skeptical eye and said,

“Alfred, hmmm. It’s all very shrouded in myth, you know. I’m not sure if there actually was an

Alfred.”You could tell that he was grappling with two problems. The first, I’m fairly certain, was a

confusion between King Alfred and King Arthur. The second was a deep, deep need to express

a scholarly dubiousness. This is the burden of the scholar, the need to scratch through the

gilding that obscures the stories of history’s heroes, to lay open the ugly truth of ulterior

motives, vainglorious pride, and bad breath. But sometimes the heroes of history are truly

worthy of the golden reputations they carry. Sometimes the truest retelling of the story is

permeated with hero worship.In the early, frigid months of AD 878, the whole of Britain had

fallen to the savage dominion of the Viking invaders. The Saxon kings who had fought against

the Danes had been either cut down in bloody combat or captured and executed in a gory

sacrifice. A few lucky ones escaped the clutches of the Vikings and fled the island in

humiliating defeat. Only one Anglo-Saxon king remained to hold off the Viking assault—King

Alfred, the young king of Wessex. This is the story of the Anglo-Saxons’ greatest king, the

young man who, though driven from his throne and hunted everywhere by his savage enemies,

refused to give up his fight for his nation.This is the king who took a war-weary band of Anglo-

Saxon men, hidden on the small swampy island of Athelney, and led them from where they

teetered on the edge of extinction back to face their enemies once more on the battlefield. This

is the man who later kindled such a flame for Christian learning in the hearts of his people that

he launched the greatest literary renaissance that Anglo-Saxon England ever knew. This is the

story of the only English king to be known as “the Great.” He was a seasoned warrior, a

scholar, a poet, a law-giver, an architect of towns and ships, and a zealous Christian.Alfred

was great because Alfred was a great king.CHAPTER 1Holy IslandBehold the church of saint

Cuthbert, splattered with the blood of the priests of God, plundered of all its treasures, a place

more venerable than anywhere in Britain is given over to pagan nations for pillaging . . .—

ALCUIN TO ETHELRED, KING OF NORTHUMBRIAIn the year anno Domini 937, Æthelstan,

king of the English people, stepped resolutely onto the battlefield of Brunanburh, leading the

might of the Anglo-Saxon nation out to face the combined forces of Vikings and Picts in what

would be referred to by successive generations as “the great battle.”1 King Æthelstan,

grandson of Alfred the Great, stood at the head of the Saxon forces as they heedlessly hurled

themselves at the spear-ready line of the awaiting Danes and Picts. A thundering tumult the

Saxons came, a reckless battering ram of mortal flesh, propelled by the passion and zeal of

the king, whose fierce commands mounted up above the din and clamour of the chaotic

charge. The linden shields of the Viking marauders split and shattered under the raging crush

of the Saxon force. The Northmen faltered and staggered backward, yielding ground and, more

importantly, leaving a number of gaps ripped through the center of their defensive wall.1 The

Vikings were Scandinavian men who traveled on trading and raiding expeditions mostly in the

North Atlantic acquiring wealth for their respective homelands in the territories known today as



Denmark, Norway, and Sweden. It was the Danish Vikings, sometimes called the “Northmen,”

who were particularly active during the ninth and tenth centuries in the British Isles. Having

already conquered the Picts in the area that would become Scotland a century later, the

Vikings used the men as mercenaries against the Anglo-Saxons.With drawn swords and

bloodcurdling yells, the Saxon warriors seized the opportunity and surged through the freshly

torn gap in their enemies’ wall. They poured through the defensive line, rent by their charge,

like flood waters through a breeched dam, overpowering the stunned Vikings with sharp sword

edge and cruel blunted hammer blows. The Norsemen and their Pict allies attempted to

withdraw quickly in a desperate endeavour to regroup at a distance and make one more try at

repelling the Anglo-Saxon assault. The tenacity and discipline of the Saxon troops had been

carefully groomed over three successive generations of incessant battle against the pagan

invaders. They left no room for retreat, no space for an orderly withdraw. Into the lines of the

Vikings and the Picts they continued to surge, fighting fiercely, hewing down the astonished

defenders with sword and axe.The Viking shieldwall had been shattered; the nature of the

combat shifted. Now the battlefield was no longer controlled by two large distinct armies.

Instead it was bedlam, a chaotic quilt of thousands of small skirmishes with no rhyme or

reason but rage and terror. On the warriors fought—man against man here, and two against

one there. Soon the morning sun, God’s bright candle, was looking down on the once green

slopes of Brunanburh, now painted red with the blood of the fallen. Sensing the inevitability of

their defeat, the entirety of the Viking army began to flee, running from the battlefield, wide-

eyed and terror-stricken, abandoning the corpses of their fallen. But the Saxon press was

unrelenting, and they pursued their vanquished foes hard across the countryside and into the

surrounding woods.By sunset, the Danes and the Picts had been entirely routed, and King

Æthelstan, with his exhausted and bloodied troops, stood as the clear victor of the battle. This

triumph made him the first Saxon king to be able to claim lordship over the whole of Britain,

having driven the Vikings entirely from the island and having won the submission of the Picts

and the Welsh. This battle also marked the end of a war against the Danish invaders that had

begun many decades before Æthelstan’s birth, a war that had been fiercely fought by

Æthelstan’s father, Edward, and his grandfather, Alfred.And though Æthelstan was privileged

to be the king standing victorious at that final battle, his great victory on the bloody fields of

Brunanburh was only a small part of a much greater campaign waged by his predecessors.

Æthelstan would be remembered for winning the “great battle,” but his grandfather, Alfred, had

set into motion the events that culminated in this victory, feats that ensured Alfred would always

be remembered as the great king—Alfred the Great, king of Wessex.22 At Alfred’s birth, the

island of Britain was divided into a number of different nations. In addition to the division

between the Celtic tribes that ruled Scotland, Wales, and Cornwall, the area of modern-day

England was divided up between a number of different Anglo-Saxon nations—Northumbria,

Mercia, East Anglia, Wessex, and the several subkingdoms of Essex, Kent, Sussex, and

others. Over the course of the reigns of Alfred, his son Edward, and his grandson Æthelstan,

these various Anglo-Saxon kingdoms were gradually united into one great kingdom of the

English people. And though we might anachronistically refer to the people Alfred ruled as the

“English,” this was a concept that was introduced by Alfred, halfway through his reign. And it

was not until the end of the reign of Æthelstan, and his victory at the battle of Brunanburh, that

one could really speak of one English people.In the year AD 849, Osburh, the wife of

Æthelwulf, king of Wessex (the Anglo-Saxon kingdom in the southwest of the island of Britain),

gave birth to the king’s fifth son during a stay at the small royal estate in the town of Wantage

on the northern edge of the Wessex border. Alfred3 was the last child born to Æthelwulf and



Osburh, his oldest brother being more than twenty years older than him. With so many brothers

between him and his father’s crown, it was quite unlikely that Alfred would ever ascend to the

throne of Wessex.3 The four preceding sons had each been named with variations on their

father’s name—Æthelstan, Æthelbald, Æthelberht, and Æthelred. Even the Wessex king’s one

daughter, Æthelswith, carried this element in her name. The Anglo-Saxon word “Æthel” meant

“princely” or “noble.” But the “Æthel” element was dropped for his fifth son, Alfred, meaning “Elf

wisdom.”Alfred grew up roaming the countryside of Wessex alongside his father, who regularly

journeyed throughout the many towns and cities within his kingdom. Sometimes on horse and

sometimes on foot, Alfred learned the network of Wessex’s old Roman roads, still used by the

Anglo-Saxons. As they visited each city, Alfred’s father and his advisors busied themselves with

ensuring that the governing and taxation of the people had been competently managed. It was

often a dull and dreary business. But the monotony of these bureaucratic chores was offset by

the entertainments of the Saxon court.There were the hunts, for which Alfred would have a

particular fondness throughout his life. There were falconry, footraces, and horse races. There

were wrestling, archery, sword fighting, and spear throwing. There were feasts with guests from

afar—travelers, seafarers, experienced warriors, priests, traders, mercenaries, pagans,

scholars, bishops, thieves, and princes. But most exciting of all, there were the poets. Alfred

always had a particular fondness for the poetry of his native tongue. Late into the evenings, the

Anglo-Saxon men would sit in the mead hall around a blazing fire, with their bellies full of

roasted meat. The mead was poured out for each man from a gilded bull horn, and the

enchanting thrumming of the scop4 on his lyre began.4 The Anglo-Saxon poet was called the

scop, pronounced as “shope.” He was the “shaper” or “creator.” The poet was the closest thing

to God himself, who was the shaper of all of history. And the scop imitated the divine as he

retold this history.The songs Alfred heard in the mead hall as a boy intoxicated him. He was

held in thrall by the stories of men charging grim-faced and stoic into battle. He was pierced by

the lament of loss when lovers and lords were cut down by cruel blades or swallowed up by icy

waves, and he quivered with a chilly awe when mortal men willingly sacrificed their lives for the

sake of nobility and honor.Alfred’s mother offered a small book of poetry to the first of her sons

who could commit the volume to memory. Though the book may have been small, the gift was

a treasure—a small collection of Anglo-Saxon poems, carefully handwritten on pages cut from

calfskin. The opening page was dazzling, with bright colors ornamenting the first letter of the

first poem. Alfred, unable to read the book for himself, was fascinated by the beauty of the

volume and jumped at the opportunity. He immediately took the book and found someone who

could read the poems to him so that he could commit them to memory. Soon he returned,

recited the entire contents of the volume, and collected his prize.Lindisfarne Island lies off the

northeast coast of England, just south of the Scottish border. It is a tidal island—when the tide

is low, a narrow causeway connects Lindisfarne to the English coast, turning the island into a

bulbous peninsula attached to the Northumbrian shore. But when the tide is high, the

causeway is swallowed by the North Sea, and Lindisfarne becomes an island—the thousand-

acre Holy Island. It is the epitome of seclusion: cold and grey, the air chilled by wind and wave-

spray, filled with the cry of gulls and a palpable sensation of northernness. The island had been

made famous during the later half of the seventh century by the great bishops Aidan and

Cuthbert, whose austere piety had nurtured the faith of the early Anglo-Saxon Christians and

had set an example of Christian living that would become the epitome of early English

godliness.During the following century, the stories recounting the godliness of Cuthbert and the

miracles wrought by his relics grew into legends, and the legends in turn were embellished into

awe-inspiring epics. As the fame of those saints and their Holy Island grew, however, the



spiritual discipline of the monastery they had established there sadly began to languish. First,

the stricter elements of the monastic regime handed down by Aidan and Cuthbert were

neglected. Then, slowly, the austerity of Lindisfarne turned to slackness, and its piety turned to

worldliness. This slow decline of the Christian zeal of the monks was so gradual that, like the

change in the tide on the Northumbrian coast, the shift was probably imperceptible at first. But

this spiritual decline was punctuated with such a calamitous blast that the story of God’s

dreadful judgment on Lindisfarne was soon more famous than the story of God’s blessing on

that Holy Island.An Anglo-Saxon historian gave this description of the year AD 793:In the year

793 terrible portents came over the land of Northumbria, and miserably afflicted the people,

there were massive whirlwinds and lightenings, and fiery dragons were seen flying in the air.

Immediately after these things there came a terrible famine, and then a little after that, six days

before the Ides of January, the harrowing of heathen men miserably devastated the church of

God on Lindisfarne, by plunder and slaughter.—Anglo-Saxon ChronicleFor the historian who

recounted these events, as he looked back on the year 793, it was easy to interpret the

significance and import of these mysterious signs. Whirlwinds and lightning, famines and

dragons5—all nature had been summoned as a portent for the coming judgment. The

description of this particular Viking raid is rather brief and gives none of the details of the

notorious sacking of Lindisfarne, but a good deal can be inferred from other Viking raids.5

Contrary to many perceptions of this period in history, dragon stories were actually quite rare in

Anglo-Saxon literature. The only significant account of a dragon to appear in the Old English

stories was the story of the dragon in the poem Beowolf. And that dragon was not in England,

but in Sweden.Lindisfarne was probably chosen as a target since churches and monastic

communities offered the prospect of great wealth with very little protection. In the following

years, monasteries throughout Britain and Ireland would fall prey to the Viking raids. The

Vikings came from the sea, arriving in a handful of their longboats with little or no warning of

their approach. Their shallow-drafted ships were beached on the shore of Holy Island and then

pulled far enough up the shore to be safe from the tide for several hours. The monks, merely

puzzled for the moment, watched from within the walls of the monastery. Then, once the ships

were secured, the Vikings turned to the monastery.It is unlikely that they met any resistance as

they approached. No barrage of arrows and spears. No shieldwall. Not even an armed guard.

After gaining an easy entrance, the raiding party plundered the monastery of whatever portable

wealth could be found, hacking to pieces whatever feeble resistance the monks may have

made. Gold, silver, and jewels were seized and hauled back to the beached longboats, as well

as any captives who might be sold on the slave market. They struck swiftly and ruthlessly, and

then they quickly fled before any counterattack from a neighbouring village could be mounted.

Throughout their time in Anglo-Saxon England, the secret to the Viking success would be the

cunning selection of weak but wealthy targets and the hasty retreats, avoiding confrontation

with the consistently slow-to-mobilize military forces.Early descriptions of Viking attacks seized

on the fact that Vikings made religious communities their targets of choice. According to the

historians of the time, these marauding Northmen were pagan enemies of God, demonic

forces at war with the Christian church. Some contemporary accounts describe the raiding

Viking armies merely as “pagans” or “heathens.” They coated the walls of the holy places with

the blood of the saints and had no regard for the sacred things of the Christian church. Modern

scholarship has felt burdened to counter this bias with an attempt toward a more impartial

verdict. Now it is often pointed out that the Viking’s selection of monasteries and churches for a

prey was purely economic pragmatism. Christian churches simply provided the greatest

possible gain at the lowest possible cost. The Viking attacks were driven not by a hatred of



Christianity but by a cool and calculated evaluation of the Anglo-Saxon economy. So,

considered from the perspective of the Northmen, who were not aware that the sacking of

Christian holy places might be “taboo,” these were perfectly viable targets.It is unlikely,

however, that the monks of Lindisfarne were unaware of this “other perspective.” The role of the

pagan raiding army had been played once before on the island of Britain when, several

centuries before the Viking raiders, the Angles and the Saxons themselves had crossed the

English Channel. Unconverted and bloodthirsty, these once-pagan tribes had abandoned their

homes in modern northern Germany and Denmark in the fifth and sixth centuries and had

crossed over to the isle of Britain preying upon the weaknesses of the natives who had been

left vulnerable by retreating Roman troops.66 From AD 43 until AD 410, England was under

the control of the Roman Empire and known by the name Britannia. But as Rome became

weakened by barbarian attacks through the end of the fourth century and into the beginning of

the fifth, the Roman legions were pulled out of the island and returned to defend Rome. In the

fifth century, migrating Anglo-Saxon tribes began to fill the power vacuum left by the Romans

and, by the end of the sixth century, had conquered and settled the area that is now known as

England.It was the establishment of the Christian church that turned the Anglo-Saxons away

from a worldview that had been every bit as ruthless and cruel as the worldview held by the

Viking raiders. The missionaries sent by Rome to Christianize the various warring Anglo-Saxon

tribes had preached against and even given their lives in the fight against this very

worldview.Even after an Anglo-Saxon church had been firmly established, the English

constantly had to fight the temptation to slip back into its own barbaric past, a godless past

ruled by the worship of raw power. Threads of this old worldview remained woven throughout

the poetry and songs of the Anglo-Saxons. There can be no doubt that when the Anglo-Saxon

church named the Viking raiders pagan, they did not mean “people who have a different value

system than we do.” They meant pagan in its most proper sense: these raiding armies were full

of warriors who acted like men without the gospel. It was a worldview known all too well to the

men who named it as such, and it was a worldview they had rejected.News of the sacking of

Lindisfarne spread quickly. Alcuin, a native of Northumbria who was serving abroad in the court

of Charlemagne, heard of the tragedy and wrote to Æthelred, king of Northumbria. In his letter,

Alcuin took his inspiration from the prophets of the Old Testament who warned Israel to turn

from her sins before God sent an even greater judgment.For nearly 350 years we and our

fathers have dwelt in this most beautiful land, and never before has such a terror appeared in

Britain, such as the one that we are suffering from this pagan nation. Nor was it thought that a

ship would attempt such a thing. Behold the church of Saint Cuthbert, splattered with the blood

of the priests of God, plundered of all its treasures, a place more venerable than anywhere in

Britain is given over to pagan nations for pillaging . . . the heritage of the Lord has been given

over to a people who are not his own. And where the praise of the Lord once was, now is only

the games of the pagans. The holy feast has been turned into a lament.Carefully consider,

brothers, and diligently note: lest this extraordinary and unheard of evil might be somehow

merited by the habit of some unspoken wickedness. I am not saying that the sin of fornication

never appeared before among the people. But since the days of King Ælfwold, fornications,

adulteries, and incest have inundated the land, such that these sins have been perpetrated

without any shame, even against nuns who have been dedicated to God. What can I say about

greed, robbery, and perverted judgments? When it is clearer than daylight, how much these

crimes have flourished everywhere and it is witnessed by a plundered people.Alcuin wrote a

second letter to Higbald, the bishop of Lindisfarne. Again his letter sternly admonished the

Christians of Lindisfarne that a disaster of this magnitude must be answered first and foremost



with repentance, lest further catastrophe follow.What confidence can there be for the churches

of Britain, if Saint Cuthbert, with such a great number of saints, does not defend his own?

Either this is the beginning of some much greater anguish or the sins of the inhabitants have

demanded this. Clearly it has not happened by chance, but it is a sign that this was well

deserved by someone. If there is anything that must be set right in your Grace’s behavior,

correct it swiftly.But whatever response the Anglo-Saxons mounted, it was far too little and too

late. The Vikings had tasted the undefended plenty of England and would soon return in

greater and greater numbers. Rather than an unheard-of tragedy, “the church of Saint

Cuthbert, spattered with the blood of the priests of God,” would soon become an all-too-

common scene throughout ninth-century Britain.The year after the sacking of Lindisfarne,

Vikings struck Jarrow, another monastic community farther down the coast, to the south of

Lindisfarne. The next year Iona was plundered. And so on.Initially the raiding parties consisted

of small Viking bands traveling in as few as two to three ships, but occasionally parties came in

larger fleets numbering as many as several dozen. The design of the Viking warship—

perfected during the eighth century by northern sailors and shipwrights while transporting trade

cargo along the Scandinavian coasts—played a significant role in the success of the raids. In

the nineteenth century, the excavation of a burial mound on a Norwegian farm in Gokstad

revealed the remains of a mid-ninth-century Viking ship, giving a likely example of the kind of

vessel that prowled the Anglo-Saxon shores. The Gokstad ship has a length of seventy-six and

a half feet and a width of seventeen and a half feet. The ship was clinker-built, meaning the hull

was formed out of overlapping oak planks, joined with iron rivets and sealed with a caulking of

tarred animal hair. Each layer of oak plank is called a strake, and the Gokstad ship was built of

sixteen strakes. The nine lowest strakes would have been submerged when the ship was

afloat. Though the draught of the ship was deep enough that the vessel could maintain a

steady course in the heavy gales of the open seas as it sailed to Britain, the Gokstad ship

would have generally required no more than a depth of three and a half feet of water to float

freely. This meant that, in addition to being able to safely cross the North Sea loaded with

plunder, the ship could be rowed up the shallow rivers that pierced deep into England’s

countryside without running aground. The fourteenth strake held sixteen oar holes per side, for

a total complement of thirty-two oarsmen. Rowing would have been resorted to only

occasionally, however, as the boat depended primarily on its sail for propulsion.© MUSEUM

OF CULTURAL HISTORY, UNIVERSITY OF OSLO, NORWAY / UNKNOWN

PHOTOGRAPHERThe men of the ninth-century Viking raiding party could leave their

Scandinavian homes after the crops had been planted and the ice on the seas had melted.

Then, traveling under the power of sails, their ships would reach the British shores within a

matter of weeks. They could begin plundering along the coastline or could pierce deep into the

heart of England, searching out the tributaries of the larger rivers like the Umber or Thames,

switching to rowing when the winds failed. The Vikings would beach their ships just outside the

walls of their target (rarely looking for targets very far from the waterways, which offered a

hasty retreat). After striking their target and seizing whatever portable wealth could be found,

they would then return to their ships and vanish, long before any force could be mustered to

strike back. The Vikings then returned triumphant, laden down with booty and plunder, just in

time to harvest their now fully grown crops.Soon the stories of these horrific raids were

reported throughout all of England. Every monastery and abbey, every marketplace, and every

mead hall heard the haunting tales of the savage Viking attacks. Even Alfred, the young prince

of Wessex, could not have been unaware of the nightmarish accounts of the pagan barbarians

and their bloody raids. Nevertheless, Alfred’s earliest years were relatively unaffected by the



intermittent Viking raids. The story of the savage Northmen was just another thrilling feature of

life growing up in the royal court of Wessex. More likely than not, the gory accounts of the

Danish attacks added more to Alfred’s daydreams than to his nightmares.Alfred’s biographer, a

Welsh monk named Asser, later wrote that Alfred’s parents had a particular fondness for him,

an affection that exceeded their love for their other sons. Since Alfred was probably around

twenty-five to twenty-six years younger than his oldest brother, this would imply that his mother,

Osburh, was well into her forties when Alfred was born. At a time when the average person did

not live past the age of thirty-two, Osburh must have felt like Sarah from the Bible: “old and well

stricken in age, ceasing to be after the manner of women” (Genesis 18:11). It is quite likely that

Alfred, the son of her old age, did hold a special place in the affections of his mother. His

company was enjoyed enough that he was included in all the journeys of the royal court, a

fairly exceptional practice at that time. The young boy’s zeal for Anglo-Saxon poetry must have

also endeared him to his mother.In the year AD 853, at the age of four, Alfred was sent by his

father on a lengthy pilgrimage from Wessex to Rome—the Holy City and the threshold of the

apostles. Despite the prince’s youth and the fact that he was fifth in line from the throne,

Æthelwulf hoped the appearance of his young son in Rome would win the favor of the pope for

the king and his nation. This trip must have had a lasting impact on Alfred, even at the age of

four. The journey took the young boy across the English Channel, crossing from Canterbury to

Calais.In Calais was the beginning of a well-traveled path known as the via francigena. This

route was formed by a series of connected roads leading pilgrims all the way to Rome, a road

that Alfred’s company most likely followed. This path broke the journey into some eighty

stages, with each stage requiring a journey of approximately thirteen to fifteen miles. The trip

was treacherous. Danes were raiding up and down the Frankish river systems, and Saracens

had only recently been driven away from the gates of Rome. When travelers were not avoiding

enslavement and slaughter at the hands of large pagan armies, they were running from smaller

murderous bands of robbers who hunted the pilgrims’ paths for easy wealth.The route led all

the way south through modern France, crossing the Alps in Switzerland, and then into Italy.

Travelers along the via francigena stayed in a series of hostels, inns, churches, and

monasteries, which had sprung up along the route to serve the needs of tired travelers. One of

these small monastic communities in northern Italy ran a hostel in the town of Brescia. The

monks of this particular monastery maintained a record of the various guests who had been

given lodging in the hostel, a record preserved to this day with the scrawled signature “Alfred”

among its ninth-century Anglo-Saxon guests.After the several-months’ journey of more than

one thousand miles, Alfred and his noble company arrived in Rome, “the threshold of the

apostles,” a city of dazzling wealth, sophistication, and architecture far beyond anything Alfred

had seen in Wessex. Here stood the Pantheon, the Coliseum, and countless other architectural

relics of the Roman Empire, awe-inspiring even in their decay. But another Rome had risen out

of those pagan ruins—the Christian city. And this city was still very much alive. Here Alfred

could worship in the basilicas of Saint Peter or Saint Paul, both built over the graves of their

respective apostles. Both basilicas rose more than one hundred feet and must have dwarfed

any of the Anglo-Saxon buildings Alfred had ever seen. Saint Peter’s Basilica had been the site

of Charlemagne’s crowning as emperor a little more than fifty years before.But there was yet

another Rome that must have caught Alfred’s eye. Only ten years before Alfred’s visit, Rome

had been sacked by Saracen invaders who had plundered the city, including both the basilicas

of Saint Peter and Saint Paul. As a result of this, Pope Leo IV had begun to refortify the city.

The old city defenses had left the basilicas outside of the city’s protective walls, making them

easy targets for plundering. During the last Saracen invasion, the altar of Saint Peter’s had



been stripped of more than two hundred pounds of gold. Only a couple of years before Alfred’s

arrival, a new defensive wall had been completed, surrounding the city and providing protection

for the vulnerable basilicas. This new wall marked off what would become known as the City of

Leo, named for the pope who had constructed the new defenses. As the boy Alfred was shown

through the city and the new city walls were pointed out to him, the daydreams of fortifying a

city against hostile invaders were planted in his imagination.77 During their stay, the Anglo-

Saxon pilgrims would have stayed in the Schola Saxonum, which lay just within the new

defensive walls. The Schola had been established by an earlier king of Wessex, Ine, who had

traveled to Rome over a century before to atone for his wicked reign. The Schola Saxonum was

a large community of Anglo-Saxons living and working in Rome. It provided a hostel for Anglo-

Saxon pilgrims and an Anglo-Saxon church, Saint Maria. The community of the Schola was

large enough that during the recent Saracen assault on Rome, the Saxon troops mustered

from the Schola constituted a significant portion of the city’s defensive force.Alfred’s stay in

Rome was brief. Once their task was accomplished and they had met Pope Leo IV, who

confirmed him, taking him as a spiritual son, the company of Anglo-Saxons was soon heading

north, back up the via francigena.By the year AD 854, Alfred had returned to Wessex and had

suffered a terrible loss. Death had taken his oldest brother, Æthelstan, and his mother, Osburh.

The death of his brother was not a significant blow for Alfred. Æthelstan was more than twenty

years older than Alfred and had already been serving as a subking, in place of his father, over

the kingdoms of Kent, Surrey, Sussex, and Essex. He had been absent for all of Alfred’s life, so

Alfred was not terribly attached to him. But the death of his mother, Osburh, must have shaken

the boy Alfred profoundly.At this time, Alfred’s father, Æthelwulf, began to turn his mind to more

eternal questions. The death of a son and of his wife, as well as his own advancing years,

focused his thoughts on his mortality. As he considered his impending death, he was gripped

by questions about the state of his soul. It was time to sort out a few things. During an Easter

feast at the royal estate in Wilton, in AD 854, Æthelwulf announced a significant gift—an

unprecedented royal tithe. In front of his four surviving sons, a handful of bishops and other

churchmen, and a collection of his noblemen, the king of Wessex declared that he would give

one-tenth of all his properties to the church “for the praise of God and his own eternal

salvation.” Then, spurred on by the stories that his youngest son had related, Æthelwulf

announced his intentions to make a pilgrimage to Rome.Æthelwulf made the necessary

preparations for his journey and arranged for the governing of his kingdoms in his absence.

Æthelbald, now the oldest of the sons, would rule Wessex. Æthelberht would rule the regions

that Æthelstan, his now deceased older brother, had ruled as a subking—Kent, Surrey,

Sussex, and Essex. It is not clear what role Æthelred, Æthelwulf ’s fourth son, played. But, as

further proof of his favored status, Alfred was selected to stay by his father’s side and to travel

with his father on a pilgrimage to Rome, once again.Once they entered the kingdom of West

Francia, they were welcomed and entertained by the king of the West Franks, Charles the

Bald. Charles also appointed a guide to lead them on the remainder of their trip, a monk

named Markward, who accompanied them all the way to Rome. From Charles they passed to

his brother, Emperor Lothar, and from Lothar to Rome. Only a few months before their arrival in

Rome, however, Pope Leo IV had died, and all of Rome had fallen into a bitter dispute about

his legitimate successor. The clergy of Rome had appointed Benedict III, while the Carolingian

Emperor Lothar had appointed a man named Anastasius. Alfred and Æthelwulf arrived in the

midst of this ecclesiastical feud and the rioting that it inspired, although Benedict III was finally

recognized as the legitimate pope shortly after their arrival.This time, the party of Anglo-Saxon

pilgrims stayed in Rome for an entire year. There were more than one hundred churches to



visit and countless architectural feats to admire. And even though he was a young boy at the

time of this visit, Alfred would still recall the buildings of Rome decades later and mention them

in his writings. Æthelwulf, as king of Wessex, recognized his own particular responsibility for

the Schola Saxonum and worked to restore the buildings that had been damaged in a recent

fire. And, of course, Æthelwulf spent time paying his respects to the newly installed Benedict

III.The king of Wessex knew how to demonstrate his affections for the pope. He gave Benedict

a golden crown weighing four pounds, bowls, beakers, various garments, and a beautiful sword

crafted in the Anglo-Saxon style, with gold inlaid into the blade in a mesmerizing pattern. After

presenting these gifts, Æthelwulf then went out and threw gold and silver coins to the crowds.

This scene, the image of a king as a munificent gift-giver, became a foundational picture for

Alfred of what true royalty looked like. It confirmed everything he had heard in the poetry of his

native tongue about the importance of being a generous lord, a “ring-giver,” as the poems

would describe the legendary masters of old.After the Anglo-Saxon royal party arrived back at

the court of Charles the Bald in Verberie-sur-Oise, Æthelwulf announced his intention to take a

new bride—Judith, Charles’s twelve-year-old daughter. A marriage to the great-granddaughter

of Charlemagne would ally Wessex with the most powerful family on the continent, shoring up

his own authority and legitimacy throughout the Anglo-Saxon kingdoms of England.Charles

demanded that his daughter be received not only as the wife of Æthelwulf, but also as the

queen of Wessex. Though it might seem to go without saying that the wife of the king would

naturally be the queen, this was not the case in Anglo-Saxon Britain. Not since the infamous

Queen Eadburh, wife of the Wessex king Beorhtric, had there been a queen of Wessex.

Eadburh, in an attempt to control her husband, had worked to drive off the noblemen and

advisors who surrounded him with her slanderous worm tongue. When defamation and gossip

didn’t work, she turned to murdering them with poison. One day she filled a poisonous cup for

one of her intended victims and had it mistakenly given to her husband, King Beorhtric. After

his death, Eadburh was driven from the kingdom.The cautionary tale of Eadburh gave the later

kings of Wessex cause for hesitation in crowning their wives as queen. Thus the kings of

Wessex took wives but shared no royal authority with them and did not call them queens. The

Wessex crown was meant to be passed on the “spear-side” and not on the “spindle-side,”

meaning the power was to be passed through male heirs and not through female heirs. But

Charles insisted that Judith be anointed as queen, and Æthelwulf, desperate for the political

alliance, consented.From the raiding of Lindisfarne in AD 793 until well into the ninth century,

the Viking raids continued to grow in intensity and regularity. Additionally, in the ninth century,

the nature of the raiding parties began to shift. At first, a Viking band might be filled with an

assortment of farmers and craftsmen—men who saw joining a raiding band as a two-month

diversion from their regular work, a diversion that offered a bit of wealth and adventure. By the

middle of the ninth century, however, the Viking ships were filled with professional warriors,

men who considered plundering and pillaging as their life’s calling. It is difficult to determine

what caused this shift. Many suspect that the Scandinavian regions experienced a shortage of

available farmland during this time due to either an overly abundant population (polygamy was

common in Viking tribes) or changes in the weather patterns that rendered some of the Viking

farmland unusable.Regardless of the cause, the year AD 865 was setting up to be a formidable

one for Alfred’s father, King Æthelwulf, and his new bride.CHAPTER 2The Blood EagleThen

King Edmund, the brave man that he was, said “I do not desire nor wish that I alone survive

after my beloved thegns have been fiercely slain by these pirates in their beds, along with their

children and wives. I never was the sort to take flight, and I would rather, if necessary, die for

my own nation. God almighty knows that I will never falter from his service, nor from loving his



truth. If I die, I live.”—FROM ÆLFRIC’S Life of Saint EdmundIn AD 865, a Viking army invaded

Britain—an army unlike any of the preceding raiding bands, an army that was uninterested in

quick plunder, an army set on long-term conquest. Three Viking brothers commanded this

great army: Ivar the Boneless, Halfdan, and Ubbe. According to some later legends, these

three warriors had come to avenge the death of their father, Ragnar Lothbrok (or Ragnar “Hairy

Breeches”), who was said to have failed in an earlier invasion of Northumbria. The

Northumbrian King Ælle had captured Ragnar and had him thrown into a pit of poisonous

snakes. As Ragnar died, he cried out: “How the little pigs would grunt if they knew what was

happening to the old boar!”Before his failed attack on Northumbria, Ragnar had led a raiding

party up the Seine River, into the heart of Charles the Bald’s West Francia. Ragnar’s Vikings

encountered a minimal amount of resistance from the retreating Francian military as they

plundered their way to Paris. The Francian forces retreated behind the fortified walls of

monasteries, such as the monastery of Saint Denis, and watched in horror as the Vikings

tortured and barbarically executed the captured Francian forces to the delight of the pagan

raiding army. Ragnar and his men were eventually turned back, though it wasn’t a fear of the

Francian army that prompted the Viking’s departure. Charles paid a hefty sum of seven

thousand pounds in silver and gold to Ragnar, as danegeld, a bribe to convince the Vikings to

leave. Usually the paying of the danegeld only guaranteed a much longer visit from the Danes,

but at the same time that the payment was negotiated, the Viking forces were plagued by a

severe epidemic of dysentery. The disease was so severe that Ragnar’s forces were more than

satisfied with the danegeld and immediately returned to their homes, hoping to recover in

peace.But they did not find peace at home. When Ragnar returned to Denmark, the king of the

Danes, Horik, ordered all of Ragnar’s forces to be executed as a punishment for their lawless

raiding. Whether Horik was really bothered by the lawlessness of their raiding or by the

competition that Ragnar’s raiding posed to the crown is a question worth asking. Ragnar and

his sons, however, managed to slip away from King Horik unharmed and began to focus their

raiding away from the continent and onto the islands of Britain and Ireland.Many years later,

Ragnar’s “little pigs” landed on the shores of East Anglia, on the southeast coast of modern

England. The East Anglian king, King Edmund, quickly sought peace for his kingdom from the

Vikings and found it could be purchased, though its cost would be far greater than Edmund

bargained for. Ragnar’s sons restrained their armies from pillaging the East Anglian kingdom,

as long as the East Anglians supplied food and all other necessary provisions to the Viking

camps, which began to swell daily with newcomers from other Viking armies hearing of this

new life of ease. When the winter months arrived, a time when the Viking armies normally

returned across the North Sea and left the Anglo-Saxon kingdoms to recover, the great army

gave no hint of leaving.Throughout the long winter, the East Anglians served the appetites of

the Viking army, supplying them with food, drink, and other gifts. Then, in addition to these

provisions, the Vikings demanded horses for the entire army. Though the Vikings never fought

on horseback, they had learned that a mounted army had the ability to strike even deeper and

more swiftly into the British countryside, where rivers did not always provide an easy path.This

last demand having been met, the Vikings finally marched on in the autumn of AD 866, leaving

the East Anglians wishing they had been so lucky as to have only had their villages plundered

and burned. From here, the great army, now more than five thousand strong, not counting the

innumerable noncombatant members of their camp, rode north to the kingdom of

Northumbria.Whether there was truth to the legend of the death of Ragnar and the burden of

revenge placed on his sons, or whether the wealth of the Northumbrian kings had caught their

attention, the Danes were determined that their conquest of England was to begin with the



Northumbrian capital of York.The target was well selected. A commercial center that was

advantageously connected to the network of roads and rivers of Northumbria, York offered

quick wealth and a strategic base for further conquests. But even more strategic was the date

chosen for the attack. First, Ivar and Halfdan arrived in Northumbria when the kingdom was

divided by a cruel civil war between King Ælle and his rival, King Osberht. Second, the Vikings

launched their surprise attack on York on November 1, All Saints’ Day, a feast day the Anglo-

Saxon church observed in great earnest. This meant that the attack came when the city was

packed with the wealth of those who had come to observe the feast, as well as when the city

was least prepared to defend itself because the two warring factions were absent from the city.

And the city itself, busy with preparing for the feast, was entirely distracted from thinking of its

own defenses.
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Alice Wakefield, “Bio that reads like a fascinating novel.. There's not a lot of biographies about

Alfred the Great, at least for e-readers. There is this jewel, however, that reads like a novel,

partly because he had such an interesting and meaningful life. Growing up he never knew a

time when his world wasn't being ravaged by Vikings, who regularly took slaves and destroyed

everything in their wake. Everyone feared them, they seemed unstoppable. Their victims paid

them the dane-geld just to go away, but that only worked for a short time.Alfred was pious but

practical and forward-thinking. How he succeeded in ultimately stopping the Viking hordes

from taking over the entire country is riveting reading, but he never rested on his laurels or

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/bMDgE/The-White-Horse-King-The-Life-of-Alfred-the-Great


stopped working for the betterment of his people.  He truly was a great King..”

Dick, “the history behind The Last Kingdom TV series on BBC America. I enjoyed The Last

Kingdom TV series on BBC America and was pleased to find how closely the series followed

the history as presented in The White Horse King. The book is easy to read and for the most

part moves quickly.  Not a stodgy history book.”

A. Abreu, “One of the Greatest Kings in English History. This book was a complete page turner

from beginning to end. The author keeps you captivated within the storyline until the very last

page. This book uncovered so much detail and history from King Alfred's time. The many

trials and tribulations and moments of mercy was just an amazing read. He laid the foundation

for the fortifications of his cities, literacy, and law for his time. As relentless as the Viking

Raiders were to overcome England, so were the efforts of King Alfred to continuously deter

their advances. 5 Stars and recommended reading for anyone curious about early English

history and its many important foundational elements that culminated into the well established

country of England.”

De'Etta, “I'm ready to find more on Alfred the Great!. I found the first few chapter of, The White

Horse King: The Life of Alfred the Great , by Benjamin Merkle, to be rather dry. I continued on

as I had a review to write, I'm glad I did. ::grin::King Alfred united Anglo-Saxon England against

a Viking invasion, led the English into battle against the Danish hordes, created a renaissance

of literature and the arts, reformed the legal system, and set the stage for a revival of Christian

worship. But that's not what made him great. Benjamin Merkle unravels the tale of how a great

man came to power during one of the most difficult periods in English history, how he led his

nation through them, and how he laid the groundwork for England's coming triumphs on the

global stage.I have taught about the Vikings raids every four years - but I had never gotten

beyond the information provided in our text books. I was sickened by descriptions of Viking

brutality and torture. I'll probably not be able to watch "How to Train Your Dragon" again. King

Alfred shines in the midst of this setting. I was amazed as I read of his truly Christian response

towards enemies. I found inspiration in Benjamin's description of Alfred's battle technique. The

picture of warriors, lined up side by side, shields interlocked and moving forward stays with

me. When one would get wounded, another would step into his place. As long as all held their

place the shieldwall was virtually impenetrable. Centuries before John Wycliffe, Alfred was

translating the Bible into the Anglo Saxon language. Alfred laid the ground work for a united

England."...he was a fierce warrior, a devout Christian ever thirsting for wisdom, deeply

committed to justice, a lover of mercy, and a king who gave himself for his people. He was

practically a myth and a much-needed reality. He was the king of the Whitehorse- Alfred the

Great."I recommend this book if you are a lover of history, if you are looking for a "hero" for

young boys, and/or if you are a teacher.Disclosure of Material Connection: I received this book

free from the publisher through the BookLook Bloggers book review bloggers program. I was

not required to write a positive review. The opinions I have expressed are my own. I am

disclosing this in accordance with the Federal Trade Commission’s 16 CFR, Part 255 : “Guides

Concerning the Use of Endorsements and Testimonials in Advertising.””

Jordan Phillips, “Call the fyrd!. A well written book about the truly great king of early England.

The author wrote this book as a side interest while pursuing graduate work and I must say he

did an excellent job combing through both the Anglo-Saxon Chronicles and Asser's biography

of Alfred. If your looking for an exhaustive scholarly work then this may not be the book for you



but if you are looking for a readable overview of who the great king Alfred was and the things

he accomlished that earned him the title Great then look no further.”

elisabeth rutman, “I found myself taking a ton of notes while reading this book!. LOVE this

book. Merkle does a fantastic job in writing a bio about a king that is action packed! Wow!Alfred

“The Great” laid the foundation for what is now England and without him So much about

England would not be what it is !!!I learned something new on every page! He writes with such

passion about Alfred that many times I would remind myself that this book was indeed a non

fiction bio not a fictional story about a hero king (even though it’s overwhelmingly clear from

Merkle’s Precision research it is all true! ) I also found myself using my kindle highlighter and

taking down so many notes when reading this book, even though I was just reading it for

pleasure. I am a 42 yr old actor & momthet who simply loves history!He really brings the

battles between the Vikings and Saxons to life. Not only with descriptions of the physical wars,

but also the mental, political, and religious inclinations of both sides.It was one of those books

that when it was done, I wanted to know more and wished I could hop on a plane to go visit all

the places that were mentioned in the book!”

JP, “Quenched my thirst for more Alfred after Marc Morris's book. After reading about Alfred's

amazing story in Marc Morris's Anglo-Saxon history, I needed more Alfred. This book delivered

and was entertaining at the same time, both due to the extraordinary story of Alfred as well as

the author's mode of retelling, which brought the events of Alfred's life to light in vivid fashion,

particularly the battle scenes, and also provided the necessary context for these events.I'm

looking forward to exploring Alfred and this period in history even more and plan on checking

out some of the author's recommended reads (at the end of the book) to do so.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Thoroughly readable account of a great king. This is a very readable,

enjoyable account of Alfred's life, deeds and legacy. I reccommend it to any fan of Anglo-

Saxon, English or European history.”

nig, “Spolied by random numbers in text.. The book itself is very good but the experience of

reading it is spoiled by the insertion of random numbers throughout the text, for example "The

hole that serves as a mouthpiece is found 47 on top of the stone" or " They meant pagan in 12

its most popular sense".Awful transcription which has obviously not been proof-read.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Satisfied reader.. Well written and explanatory.”

Katja L., “A Favourite Biography. 5 stars. This is one of my favorite biographies and historical

books. Ben Merkle has amazing talent, and creates a real, living, breathing Alfred, heroic and

flawed. I loved the thrilling, realistic battle accounts and the beautiful imagery. the prince book

is beautiful and definitely worth purchasing! I love the White Horse dividers and the front. The

synopsis is beautiful and masterly done.Personally, I am not bothered by gore, but if you are

sensitive to it, you might want to skip some scenes. The battle scenes are described so that

you feel as if you are there and you can visualize it all, but they are not terribly bloody.

However, I might not be the best judge of that. ;)This book deals with Vikings, but while it

doesn't mince matters, it doesn't focus on gritty details either. It's all narrated in a humorously

ironic way which shows you the funny side and radically lessens what would be the horror of it.

The religion throughout was Catholic; sometimes I felt vaguely as if Merkle was looking very

slight fun at Alfred's religiousness, but that could just be me being sensitive.[Content warning: a



graphic & gory account of an execution; 1 mention of fornication with nuns; incest (1), rape (3),

& adultery (1) very briefly mentioned in passing; 2 very slightly crude remarks by the Vikings;

information (2) that Alfred's brother married his stepmother; 3 mentions of unclothed

berserkers; 1 mention of killing an adulterous spouse. Most of this, excepting the execution &

the incestuous marriage, can be easily marked out.]All in all, I give this 5 stars and

recommended to all history buffs over 14 who can handle moderate gore.A Favourite Quote:

“This is the story of the only English king to be known as ‘the Great.’ He was a seasoned

warrior, a scholar, a poet, a law-giver, an architect of towns and ships, and a zealous Christian.

Alfred was great because Alfred was a great king.”A Favourite Beautiful Quote: “It is the

epitome of seclusion: cold and grey, the air chilled by wind and wave-spray, filled with the cry of

gulls and a palpable sensation of northernness.”A Favourite Humorous Quote: “Here the

Vikings attempted to dig in and wait out the siege. However, the Anglo-Saxon army—helped

out by the Welsh who were equally uninterested in a visit from the Danes—were much better

prepared than the Vikings to outlast a lengthy siege.””

Sable, “Good. Good good”
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